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!!EXCLUSIVE!!
the fifa-nfl partnership presents a perfect example of what is wrong with international bureaucracies, and
the leaders of such. as the nfl's statement states, both the nfl and its member clubs "agree that the fifa

world cup is the most-watched sporting event in the world. we believe that soccer is a very important part of
the fabric of america's communities and the greatest game in the world needs to be better supported. for

the last 30 years, the nfl has been actively involved in supporting the growth of soccer in america and, with
our clubs and our players, we are proud to support the fifa world cup through various on- and off-the-field
initiatives." this is a patently false statement. there is no independent commission overseeing fifa. there is

nothing at all that is independent of fifa, other than fifa's well-documented record of corruption. it is as close
to a dictatorship as has ever been seen in the world of sport. the nfl's statement is devoid of truth and, in
fact, is a bald faced lie. it is a statement that is demonstrably false. it is a statement made by self-serving

and corrupt men in exchange for support for their sport. it is a statement that calls for the reform of a
corrupt organization. it is a statement that is damning to the integrity of the nfl. why do i get a message
saying my match has finished and no new matchs have been added. also, i have an odd problem when

adding this pack my game starts to lag and i need to restart my pc. any idea why this is happening? why
don't you make arabic commentary standard in every region i live in the uk and its rediculous the amount of
arab countries and people around the world that it is not standard on every version of fifa. please make this
standard as im sure im not the only person who has been saying this for years. please can you even make a

downloadable language pack available. this need sto ne added on fifa22 please. thank you.
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